In this study, an EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) based database reference navigation using both gravity gradient and terrain data was performed to complement the weakness of using only one type of geophysical DB (Database). Furthermore, a new algorithm which combines the EKF and profile matching was developed to improve the stability and accuracy of the positioning. On the basis of simulations, it was found that the overall navigation performance was improved by the combination of geophysical DBs except the two trajectories in which the divergence of TRN (Terrain Referenced Navigation) occurred. To solve the divergence problem, the profile matching algorithm using the terrain data is combined with the EKF. The results show that all trajectories generate the stable performance with positioning error ranges between 14m to 23m although not all trajectories positioning accuracy is improved. The average positioning error from the combined algorithm for all nine trajectories is about 18 m. For further study, a development of a switching geophysical DB or algorithm between the EKF and the profile matching to improve the navigation performance is suggested. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0) which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Introduction
An alternative navigation system which compensates INS (Inertial Navigation System) error based on the geophysical DB (Database) has been studied to determine the position of a moving vehicle under non-GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) environments such as GNSS signal jamming or solar storms. Among various geophysical DBRN (Database Referenced Navigation) systems, TRN (Terrain Referenced Navigation) is the most popular, and it already has been adopted for the airplane or missile navigation (Hollowell, 1990; Laur and Llanso, 1995; Cowie et al., 2008; Wang and Bian, 2008) . Recently, some studies show interests in the GGRN (Gravity Gradient Referenced Navigation) as a rising technique for the submarine navigation on the strength of development of precise sensor (Zhang et al., 2004; Richeson, From the same point of view, the performance of GGRN constructed based on an EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) was analyzed and the necessity of the combination of gravity gradient with terrain or filter based algorithm with the profile matching algorithm was suggested as a way to support more stable and precise navigation . In this study, therefore, a new type of combination navigation algorithm which uses both gravity gradient and terrain DB, as well as EKF and profile matching algorithm, was developed. The performance and its effectiveness were evaluated by comparing with each GGRN, TRN, and profile matching results.
Methodologies
In general, each geophysical data show different characteristics despite the same region. Also, the resolution and precision of the constructed geophysical DB are not identical. Therefore, GGRN sometimes generates better navigation results than TRN, but sometimes does not.
Also, the profile matching algorithm which stacks obtained information and compares it with DB would be more stable than a filter based algorithm when geophysical data varies significantly. It is because a filter based algorithm sometimes causes wrong or over-correction when linearity between measurements and states is not guaranteed. In this kind of situation, a combination of various geophysical DBs or algorithms would be implemented to complement pros and cons of each geophysical DB and navigation algorithm.
In this study, the EKF based algorithm developed in the previous study was modified to apply both gravity gradient and terrain data as measurements, and the profile matching algorithm which uses terrain data was constructed. Then, the final navigation position of the vehicle was determined by combining the result from EKF with one from the profile matching algorithm. 
Combination of geophysical DBs using EKF
The geophysical DB referenced navigation algorithm is categorized according to the way to apply obtained geophysical information. The batch process stacks obtained geophysical information for a certain period of time and compares it with DB. On the other hand, the sequential process which uses a various filter (e.g. EKF, UKF (Unscented Kalman Filter), BKF (Bank of Kalman Filter), etc.) estimates the unknowns or their errors based on the relation between measurements and unknown parameters. Among various filters, EKF is broadly applied due to effectiveness regarding the calculation time (Haykin, 2001) . Therefore, realized GGRN and TRN based on the EKF and analyzed their performance considering various factors such as DB-sensor error, DB resolution, update rates. In the simulation, it was found that TRN is relatively more stable than GGRN if the currently available geophysical sensor and DB are applied. However, TRN sometimes diverged due to non-linearity between measurements and states. Therefore, it was pointed out that the GGRN is still beneficial, and six gravity gradient components which show different local variation could be a way to complement the weakness of TRN.
In this study, the previously constructed GGRN has been terrain, height and yaw, respectively. The design matrix
for the gravity gradient and terrain is determined as the slope of geophysical data in the latitudinal and longitudinal directions. x k is the 15-state vector and v k is the measurement noise vector . For a more detalied explanation on the system model and the measurement equation, please refer Lee et al. (2015) .
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Profile matching algorithm
Because geophysical data does not vary linearly in the latitude or longitude direction and sometimes shows a relatively small variation, the filter based algorithm occasionally diverges. In this study, the profile matching algorithm was constructed to complement the weakness of the filter based algorithm and to check the reliability of the position from filter based algorithm. It is known that the profile matching algorithm generates better performance when geophysical data shows larger variation and local characteristics so that terrain DB indicating a higher , , precision and resolution is applied for the profile matching. (2) represents the MAD;
are the height of vehicle profile and candidate profile, respectively.
Also, Some previous studies suggested indexes (e.g.
) which show roughness of the profile for the purpose of checking the feature of the terrain and concluded that the performance of the profile matching algorithm would be better when those indexes are large (Siouris, 2004) . In this study, both indexes are adopted;
which represents the overall variation of heights and
which means the variation of the height difference are calculated using Eq. (3).
where H is the height of a vehicle profile, H' is the height difference of a vehicle profile, H and H' are the average of height and height difference over a vehicle profile.
Because the characteristics of each profile are different, it is difficult to set certain criteria to judge whether the terrain roughness is large enough. Therefore, it was determined empirically through trial and error;
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larger than 40% of the standard deviation of heights of whole candidate profiles and 10m, respectively. Then, the position update is conducted when those indexes are larger than the criteria.
Although the profile shows the minimum MAD, it is risky to select it due to DB and sensor error. Therefore, uniqueness check process was considered additionally to check the reliability of the selection. In the uniqueness check, two basic steps were set to find more trustworthy position; First, a selected profile should show obviously smaller MAD than other candidates. Therefore, a similarity between a pair of candidate profiles showing minimum and second minimum MAD, and second minimum and third minimum MAD were checked. In this study, it was assumed that the profile shows the smallest MAD is surely reliable when the ratio of MADs of two profiles is smaller than 80%. The criterion, 80%, was also empirically determined based on the many tests. In the simulation, 90% was not enough to isolate the profile, and many profiles did not pass the criteria of 70%. Second, the position of selected profile which passed the first condition is verified. If the ratio of MADs is small and the position difference between two profiles is large, it could be concluded that the position is trustable. Otherwise, it makes sense the position difference should be small when the ratio is large.
In this case, the position was calculated on an average of the positions of two profiles. After considering conditions above, the final position was determined together with the flag of reliability. The flag 1 and 2 show the high reliability, whereas flag 10 and 11 indicates the low reliability. Additionally, an exceptional condition (flag 5) is constrainingly added to prevent the non-correction for a long time due to small
Combination of positions from filter and profile matching algorithm
The for the profile flag 10 and 11 is added. If roughness is larger enough (
is larger than 30 and
is larger than 15), the weight is assumed to be same as flag 2, but the uncertainty of profile is set to be 67.5m which is 1.5 times larger than 45m. If not, the weight is adjusted to be 5 and 1, and the uncertainty of the profile is set to be 90m.
Moreover, flag 10 and 11 frequently occur when the position difference of the latitude or longitude is larger than 45m. Thus, only the roughness of the profile is considered to allocate the weights and uncertainty. If the roughness of Fig. 2 . Flow-chart of the profile matching algorithm the profile is large, the weight is applied to be 10 and 1, and the precision of 180m is set as many epochs show more than 90m of position difference. Otherwise, the final position is determined to select the filter based position, and the P matrix of the filter is doubled to give more uncertainty to the EKF solution. Eq. (4) shows the way to determine the final position and P matrix, and the allocated weight and the precision of profile is summarized in Table 1. In the equation and table,   ile multipliers such as 1.5, 1.7, 1.8, 2 were applied to determine the P matrix). Then, the final weight and uncertainty of the profile in Table 1 were determined throughout trial and error.
Performance Analysis of Combining Heterogeneous DB and Algorithm
The performance of combining heterogeneous DB and algorithm is evaluated through simulation tests. In used in the simulation is described in Table 2 .
A total of nine trajectories are generated from south to north direction with a 0.25 interval from longitude 127 to 129 . Among those nine trajectories, from trajectory no.
1 to no. 7 flies from latitudes 35 to 38 but trajectory no. 8
and no. 9 flies from latitudes 35 to 37.5 to avoid the ocean area. 
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Combination of geophysical DBs using EKF
The effect of a combination of geophysical DBs is evaluated by comparing the results from the GGRN, TRN and GGTRN.
The performance is evaluated with the standard deviation of two-dimensional position error with respect to the simulated true trajectory. Table 3 
Profile matching algorithm
The results from the profile matching are summarized in Table 4 . The horizontal error of the profile matching distributes from 40m to 106m, and its average is about 67m.
While the results from the filter based algorithm show some inconsistent performance in each trajectory, the profile matching generally shows much consistent positioning results with no divergence.
The possibility of the complement of different navigation algorithms can be seen in Fig. 4 . After starting a flight, the horizontal error increases in the time window between 300 seconds and 500 seconds when vehicle flies above smoothly changing area. Also, those navigation errors get larger from 800 seconds in the abruptly changing area due to lack of linearity between measurement and states. Therefore, the overall navigation error of TRN and GGTRN in the trajectory no. 8 is calculated larger than 1km. However, this kind of irregular variation in the terrain DB could be feature points for bounding navigation error positively in the profile matching algorithm. The horizontal error in the profile matching increased from 800 seconds to 1800
seconds, but the maximum error is bound to the few hundred meters. Accordingly, the overall navigation performance is determined as 100m level.
Combination of positions from filter and profile matching algorithm
As the last step, GGTRN and the profile matching algorithm have been combined, and its performance is compared to the best result for each trajectory from all filter based and the profile matching algorithm (Table 5 ). In Table   5 , a trajectory which shows better performance through a combination of geophysical data and the algorithm is marked with *, and performance ratio is calculated by dividing the navigation result from a combination algorithm with the one showing the most stable results among GGRN, Table 5 , the results from the final combination algorithm have a range of 14-23m of horizontal precision, and there is not a large difference in the performance among trajectories. In addition, no divergence occurs. It should be reminded that the P matrix was tuned considering the potential precision of the profile matching.
When only the position is re-determined without tuning the P matrix, the average of horizontal error is about 28.610m.
Judging from the simulation tests, tuning of P matrix seems to guarantee more stable navigation results in a combination of algorithms, although the magnitude and the weights are 
Conclusions
To complement the weakness of filter based algorithm using sole geophysical DB, a new type of algorithm which combines heterogeneous geophysical DBs and algorithms was suggested, and its performance was evaluated. Filter based algorithm was modified to use both gravity gradient * indicates the trajectory which shows better performance Table 5 . Navigation results of a combination of GGTRN with the profile matching and terrain data at the same time, and the profile matching algorithm which finds a position of the vehicle by comparing stored terrain information with DB was constructed. Then, the final position of the vehicle was determined on the basis of a combination of two positions from filter based and the profile matching algorithm considering its reliability and the local roughness.
The simulation results show that GGTRN which uses gravity gradient and terrain generally generates more stable navigation results than GGRN or TRN. Especially, the performance in one trajectory which shows 192.7m and 294.6m of error in GGRN and TRN is improved to 22.6m.
In the case of the profile matching algorithm, the local terrain roughness and the uniqueness of trajectories were checked to find the most reliable trajectory. In the simulation, the average of horizontal error over the whole trajectories is calculated as 67.2m and the two trajectories which diverge on the filter based algorithm are successfully bound to the 100m level. 
